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Jaxon Gets Shaved is a story about a 13 year old boy and his and his relationship with
his 22 year old neighbor, Andrew. Andrew Jones is one of the top computer security
experts in the world. His amazing ability to hack any computer came to the attention of
federal law enforcement officials when he was just 16. As a condition of having his
record expunged, Andrew started consulting for the top federal law enforcement
agencies. He then developed a highly profitable computer security business with large
firms. In the early stages of the story we watch as Jaxon and Andrew fight a powerful
mutual sexual attraction. Watch the sexual tension build until they have to have each
other. As the story evolves we are there with them as they begin to explore their sexual
passions. Andrew is determined to save the best for last. He wants deflowering Jaxon to
be one of the great sexual experiences of a lifetime for both of them. Enjoy Jaxon Gets
Shaved!
I hope that their first love making in the last chapter was everything that you hoped
for. Chapter three will tease and tantalize you as it rushes headlong toward a very
special evening. This chapter was hard to write because everything needs to be
perfect for them. I am now as caught up in the story as many of you are. I can’t
wait to see what come out of my finger tips next…and yes the front of my khakis
were soaked after writing this chapter. I hope it is special for you! Please let me
know what you think at mack1137@gmail.com.
As always, if you are not supposed to be reading this story…then please don’t…please practice safe sex.
This story is a total fantasy. Thanks to everyone who has taken the time to write me. Your encouragement, ideas,
fantasies and personal experiences are very much appreciated. Your thoughts and ideas are always welcome at
mack1137@gmail.com.
Please let me know what you like to read about and what turns you on. If you are curious about my background and/or
would like to share your thoughts and ideas on erotic story telling in a more public forum, please visit
http://mack1137.sensualwriters.com .
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Jaxon Gets Shaved – Chapter 3

As they sat in the hot tub, Andrew glanced at the clock on the patio wall. He was
astounded that it was only 9:30 AM. As Andrew sat there with his arm over Jaxon’s
shoulder, his finger tips were perfectly positioned over Jaxon’s fully erect nipples. His
finger tips lightly toyed with the erect nubbins. Andrew could feel Jaxon begin to squirm
as the intense stimulation continued. Andrew smiles at how the nipple stimulation is
building seminal pressure in his young friend’s testicles. Andrew wonders if he can
stimulate the boy to orgasm without ever touching his penis.
Jaxon moans and squirms as the pleasure increases. Jaxon loves the feeling of being
close to Andrew. Jaxon can not believe that Andrew knows just how to send electric
shocks of pleasure through his body. Jaxon feels that familiar tingling in his hairless
groin and wonders if it is possible to climax without ever stroking his boner.
Andrew decides to increase the intensity of Jaxon’s pleasure. Andrew begins to trace the
ridges of Jaxon’s ear with the tip of his tongue. Jaxon’s moaning increases. Andrew
with a feather light touch probes every crevice of Jaxon’s ear. Andrew strums the erect
young nipples in an effort to push the boy to orgasm
Jaxon is moaning and saying, Andrew…oh Andrew…so hot…mmmmfff…so close…you
don’t..ohhhh unnnnh…I’m…oh shit…cummmmmmming…
The rest of what Jaxon said is lost in the frenzy of his orgasm. His young hips thrust up
off the seat of the hot tub as his member spews his semen in the hot tub. Jaxon is lost in
pleasure and lust as his body continues to seed the hot tub.
As Andrew feels the boy beginning his journey into mindless erotic passion. Andrew
kisses Jaxon deeply and passionately as he feels the boy’s body thrusting and bucking in
full orgasmic bliss. Andrew pulls Jaxon on top of him as Jaxon’s orgasm continues. He
showers the boy’s face with tiny kisses and he licked him sensually all over his face.
Andrew loves the feeling of the boy’s eye brows and eye lashes as his tongue passed over
them.
God your are beautiful, Andrew tells Jaxon. I never thought I would be making love to
one of the most spectacular creatures on earth. I just want to hold you and never let you
go.
Would you? Jaxon asked him.
I can’t imagine anything more wonderful.
As much as I want to stay naked in the hot tub with your awesome hairless body on top
of mine, I think I am beginning to turn into a prune, Andrew said. Why don’t we get out
and dry off.
Only if I can dry you off, said Jaxon.

I was hoping you would, Andrew told him.
Jaxon runs and grabs two more towels out of the cabinet. He runs back and drops his
towel on the deck and began to dry Andrew’s face. Jaxon notices a drop of water on the
tip of Andrew’s nose and Jaxon licks it off. Jaxon grinned and said, I was afraid that it
would get away.
Andrew said, I hope there are more water drops that look like they will get away.
As Jaxon dries Andrew’s shoulders he said, I see another one. With that Jaxon licks the
tip of Andrew’s nipple. This time he does not stop. Jaxon begins to attack the pink,
eraser size nipple until it is fully erect. At first he just licks it and teases it with the tip of
his tongue. He knew just how good nipple play feels from his recent orgasm and he is
not going to show Andrew’s nipples any mercy.
Andrew’s fingers dance all over Jaxon’s back and hips. He delights in bringing pleasure
to his young lover. His other hand held Jaxon’s head on his throbbing nipple so that the
boy will continue to nurse. It is then that there is a sharp pain as Jaxon intentionally nips
him with his teeth. The pain only intensifies Andrew’s pleasure.
Andrew feels Jaxon’s fingers exploring his scrotum and testicles. Jaxon wants to learn
more about Andrew’s body. All of their encounters have been so quick and passion filled
that he did not get a chance to learn much about his hot lover’s secret jewels. As he holds
Andrew’s source of semen in his young fingers, Jaxon is surprised at how big and heavy
the two precious orbs are. He is very gentle in his exploration but very curious. It feels
like Andrew only has a little hair on his scrotum. Jaxon wants to see for himself.
Jaxon kneels in front of Andrew’s throbbing manhood as if he is worshiping at an alter.
Andrew looks down in amazement at his young lover. Andrew is admiring Jaxon’s sexy
soft facial features when they are suddenly interrupted by Jaxon’s tongue darting out to
snatch a drop of precum from Andrew’s source. Jaxon decides that the mild salty flavor
is the best thing he has ever tasted. He wants more.
Andrew is surprised to see the boy’s head drop lower. Andrew watches as that beautiful
tongue darts out again. Andrew feels intense stimulation as the boy begins to bathe
Andrew’s scrotum with the tip of his tongue. The boy’s slender fingers dance over
Andrew’s manhood and jewels.
Andrew is totally turned-on by just the vision of this god-like boy worshiping his
throbbing manhood. It is at that moment that Jaxon takes Andrew’s manhood deep in his
throat.
The intense stimulation of the boy’s hot and hungry mouth is too much for Andrew. He
takes hold of the boy’s blond head as his need to seed overpowers him. It is Andrew’s
turn to babble incoherently….need ya baby…gotta, gotta have you…oh

baby…gonna…need to..ahhhhhhh. Andrew passes the point of no return just as his
corona grinds against the ridges in the roof of Jaxon’s mouth. His man seed begins to
erupt into the boy’s hot mouth. The boy controls the depth of Andrew’s penetration so
that he can capture as much man seed on his tongue as possible.
As Andrew’s climax subsides, Jaxon stands and pulls Andrew’s face to him. Jaxon
deeply kisses his older lover sharing Andrew’s man seed with him. This level of
intimacy rocks both of their worlds.
Wow that was awesome, but we need a break or we will both implode from ejaculating
too much semen, says Andrew as he leaned over to playfully kiss his young lover.
That doesn’t sound like a bad thing, Jaxon says playfully as he kisses Andrew back.
Let’s go for a run, Andrew suggests.
Do you think you can keep up with me old man? Jaxon asks with a grin.
We’ll see naked boy…at least I have some clothes to run in. You may have to go naked.
Jaxon says, I think I would like that as long as I am running naked with you.
Andrew walks into the house and finds Jaxon’s house key on the hall table where they
left it when Jaxon first devoured Andrew’s manhood. That scene with Katherine
watching her boy take his first man cock starts Andrew’s imagination running wild again
and he starts to chub.
Jaxon laughed and lightly toyed with Andrew’s chub. I don’t think you can stay soft long
enough to go for a run.
Well I could if your hot body wasn’t tempting me. Andrew tossed Jaxon the key and told
him to get changed before he changes his mind about what they are doing.
Jaxon walked toward the backdoor.
Whoa dude. Where are you going? Asks Andrew.
My house, Jaxon said with a smirk.
Didn’t you forget something?
Like what? Asks Jaxon.
Clothes…you probably didn’t notice. You are naked as hell and steaming hot to look at.

Jaxon says with a smirk, Yeah I know…that is what makes it fun…and with that Jaxon
bolted out the backdoor and he jogs around the pool. His magnificent young cock is
bouncing in time with his strides. Andrew finds it riveting to watch the boy stride away.
Andrew runs to the back bedroom so that he can watch the boy race naked between their
two houses. As Andrew looks out the window he sees Jaxon’s beautiful hairless body set
against a spectacular backdrop of mountains and the valley as he races around the house.
To Andrew it is like Jaxon is running in slow motion. Jaxon’s beautiful boyhood
bounces in time to his strides as he moves past at a rapid pace. Andrew is drawn to study
the boy’s naked beauty. He watches as the long muscular legs propel the boy forward.
He sees Jaxon’s toes grip the sod to increase his traction and speed. As Jaxon speeds by
the window, he turns and waves to Andrew in a mischievous way as he strides toward
home.
Andrew’s mind is filled with lustful thought about how he would like to continue to have
his way with this boy all day and night. Jaxon’s sculpted body looks like a model for the
statues the Greek Gods. Andrew looks down and sees that he is rock hard again. There is
another puddle of precum on the hardwood floor in his bedroom. Andrew decides he
needs to set the example and be dressed by the time Jaxon returns or he may ravage the
boy again.
Andrew quickly pulls on a jock and his running shorts. Andrew grabbed his shoes and
socks and heads for the front door. As he is tying his shoe, Andrew glances up to see
Jaxon running toward him. Jaxon’s Nike shorts appear to be from last year. They are
tight on his growing body in wonderful places. It is apparent from the outline and
bouncing that Jaxon isn’t wearing anything but the shorts and shoes.
Andrew laughs and asks Jaxon if he is trying to cause a traffic accident. Somebody is
going to run off the road because they are watching your bouncing beauty instead of the
road.
Jaxon just shrugs and grins. Are you ready? He asks Andrew.
They start running side by side. Neither men nor women can help but be drawn to look at
the beauty of the half naked guys as they run along the street. After two blocks, Jaxon
leads them to a trail he loves that runs through the park. The trail is narrow and sharply
up hill for the first two miles. Andrew falls in behind his little hottie. Andrew wants to
study Jaxon’s bubble butt in action. It is a warm day and the sweat is soon streaming
down Jaxon’s back. It quickly begins to stain his electric blue running shorts. Andrew
imagines the beads of sweat running down the boy’s crack toward his rosebud. His mind
begins to wander as he thinks about the treasures under those blue shorts.
As they reached the summit, Jaxon yells back asking Andrew if he is back there perving
his hot butt. Andrew laughs, gasping while he did, and says that his brain does not have
enough oxygen right at the moment to perv anything. As they run deeper into the park,
they come upon a doe drinking from a pond while her baby nurses from her teat. They

paused for a moment to take in the beauty of the situation. After a few minutes
something spooks the deer and the guys watched as the deer and her baby run into the
underbrush. The guys take off down the trail.
About 30 minutes later they arrive back at the house. Both are covered in sweat. They
run around to the back of the house and Jaxon turns on the shower on the patio while
Andrew grabs them each a bottle of water. Jaxon kicks off his shoes. Andrew hooks his
thumbs in Jaxon’s shorts. They are soaked with perspiration. Andrew slides them down
until they fall naturally to the boy’s feet.
Jaxon leans over and gently kisses Andrew. He looks at Andrew and says, you are really
hot…I mean hot. He kissed Andrew again and with the tips of his fingers he wipes away
the perspiration from his forehead. His fingers run through Andrews sweat soaked blond
hair.
They quickly kiss again as Andrew kicks off his shoes and Jaxon pulls down Andrew’s
shorts. Andrew leans forward and licks one of Jaxon’s sweaty nipples and then takes him
by the hand toward the shower. Andrew fills his hand with Axe’s body wash and he
begin to soap the boy’s body. He starts with Jaxon’s shoulders and began to move down
his body. His fingers raked over Jaxon’s erect nipples again and again until the boy
began to moan and his throbbing erection is thrusting in the air in search of stimulus.
Andrew continues downward and he turns the boy around and begins to wash his back.
Andrew soaps the boys back and then uses the tips of his fingers to massage him gently.
Jaxon’s muscles ripple under his finger tips. Andrew is sure he has died and gone to
heaven.
Here he is showering outdoors with this spectacularly beautiful 13 year old boy while
looking at one of the most beautiful vistas in the world. It is too good to be true. Andrew
raises the boy’s arm and begins to kiss and lick his armpit. The tip of Andrew’s tongue
passes over the 5 white blond hairs in Jaxon’s armpit. Andrew loves toying with those
few little hairs.
Andrew gets more body wash and washes Jaxon’s lower back and hips. He pauses for a
moment to get more body wash for the most important area and hears the sound of Jaxon
moaning in frustration. As Andrew fills his palm with body wash he is staring at Jaxon’s
bubble butt. He reached out tentatively and spreads the cheeks with one hand while
applying the body wash with the other. Andrew begins to wash the boy’s most intimate
spot. As he does he notices that Jaxon is presenting his ass to Andrew. It is almost as if
the boy is making an offering of himself.
As Andrew’s fingers glide up and down Jaxon’s crack his fingertips begin to linger on
the boy’s pink rosebud. Without stopping his exploration of the boy, Andrew squirts
more body wash on his fingers. As he kisses Jaxon shoulder his middle finger begins to
invade the boy’s sacred space. Andrew is so turned on he is afraid that the slightest move
could cause his penis to erupt in a powerful orgasm. His finger is now in the boy to the
first knuckle and Jaxon is almost purring with pleasure.

Jaxon loves the feeling of being penetrated by the tip of Andrew’s finger. He was
beginning to worry that Andrew does not want him sexually in that way. Jaxon bends
over slightly and moves back to better present his love tunnel for Andrew’s exploration.
Andrew slides his finger in half way and Jaxon moans loudly in appreciation. That is
enough to make Andrew complete the penetration. Jaxon turns to kiss Andrew and as
their eyes connect, Andrew can see the raw lust in Jaxon’s eyes. Their open mouths
merge and Jaxon’s hand caresses Andrew raging manhood. Andrew pulls his middle
finger back and Jaxon moans in disappointment until he feels the tip of the second finger
waiting to invade his body. This time Andrew quickly inserts the two fingers and the boy
cries out in pain. Andrew whispers in his ear to breath deeply and try to relax. As much
as Jaxon wants to relax he can not do so. Andrew removes his fingers and kisses the boy
and tells him not to worry. He continues to wash Jaxon and Jaxon returns the favor.
Jaxon is worried that he isn’t going to be able to mate with Andrew. Andrew kisses him
again and tells him to lose the worried look on his face. We will just take it a little
slower. Andrew takes Jaxon in his arms and holds him tight. The feeling of their two
naked bodies entwined sends shockwaves of pleasure through both of their bodies.
Andrew kisses Jaxon passionately as he pulls the boy’s manhood tightly against his body.
Andrew says, Jaxon you are so hot. Just seeing you naked leaves me on the verge of a
climax and touching you drives me out of my mind. He kisses him passionately again
and then shuts off the water. He grabs their towels and the two dry themselves off.
As Jaxon follows Andrew toward the bedroom, he wonders what Andrew plans to do.
His is both excited and nervous.
Andrew kisses Jaxon again and reminds him that they are not going to do anything unless
Jaxon wants to do it. Andrew smiles and says, let me get my toy box.
In moments Andrew returns from the closet with a box. As Andrew opens the box, Jaxon
begins to get a sense of what Andrew has in mind.
Andrew pulls out a thin vibrator and some lube. Andrew set the items on the nightstand
and crawled into bed with Jaxon. After some passionate kisses, Andrew flips into a 69
position and begins to bathe the boy’s erection with his tongue. When Andrew senses
that the boy is getting close, he works his way down and begins to tongue bathe the
scrotum. He gently sucks each of Jaxon’s tender orbs. Andrew moves on to the boy’s
ultra sensitive perineum. As Andrew tongues that area Jaxon begins to squirm and groan
from the pleasure. After a few minutes of that, Andrew spreads the boy’s cheeks and he
begins to pleasure the boy’s rosebud with his tongue. Andrew penetrates the boy’s love
tunnel with his tongue. By this time young Jaxon is gasping for breath. The anal
penetration by Andrew’s tongue is rocking his world. Andrew pleasured Jaxon until his
jaw aches.

Andrew takes the small vibrator and lubes it and Jaxon’s rosebud. Andrew began to
probe and explore the boy’s sacred space with the vibrator. Jaxon loves it. He is
experiencing intense pleasure and he is surprised after a few minutes that the vibrator is
withdrawn. Jaxon is surprised when he see Andrew lubing another toy.
Andrew explains that it is a small butt plug that they will leave in for a while to loosen
you up. Andrew kisses Jaxon while he inserts the plug. Jaxon moans a bit from the
stretching, but he quickly adjusts.
Jaxon asks. Will it stretch me enough?
We’ll try this one for a while and if you are ready later we can switch to a larger one.
You are extremely tight and it may take a while to loosen things up. Let’s get dressed
and go get something to eat.
Jaxon starts to reach for the plug and Andrew smiles and says no. It is better if you leave
it in.
You mean I am going to wear it to lunch.
Andrew smiles and nods yes. It will feel both weird and then it will start to feel very
good.
As Jaxon starts to move around he is already beginning to enjoy the full feeling. As he
stands up the plug moved across his prostate and massaged it sufficiently to cause a
major precum discharge.
Jaxon gets up and pulls on his shorts. As Jaxon pulls his shorts on Andrew notices that
the boy’s erection is throbbing with each heart beat. Jaxon moans as he zips his shorts
because his engorged penis is so sensitive. As he moves around he finds that he is
beginning to adjust to the butt plug, but each move feels like it might cause an orgasm.
Andrew watches as the boy’s shorts become stained with his precum. Andrew smiles and
says, I think we may need a change of pants for you. You definitely need to wear some
underwear that supports your erection and helps absorb your precum. You need to wear
dark color pants to hide the precum stains.
As they walked over to Jaxon’s house so that he could change clothes, Jaxon asks
Andrew what precum is all about.
It is a lubricant that your body makes when you are sexually excited. It is one of the
things that helps your body cope with the friction of intercourse. Some guys make a few
drops and others tend to “drool” continuously when they are excited. From the looks of
the front of your pants, you are a “drooler” like me.

When they got inside Jaxon’s house they went to his room. Jaxon strips naked again. His
erection is throbbing. Andrew glances down at the front of his own pants and his own
throbbing erection. Andrew grins as he sees the faint wet spot in his own navy pants.
Jaxon notices Andrew looking at his pants. I see what you mean about being a drooler.
His young fingers touch the wet fabric of Andrew’s pants. Jaxon says, wow they are wet.
Jaxon asks Andrew, What should I wear? He opens the drawer with his underwear.
Andrew spots a new pair of Hilfiger boxer briefs. He decided that the thick fabric would
both help hide the pulsing erection and absorb the precum. He grabs those and tosses
them to Jaxon.
Jaxon walks over to his closet and finds a pair of navy pants that are new and a white
polo shirt. He pulls the pants on and the polo shirt over his head. When his cute face
emerges from inside the shirt, Andrew is there to give him a kiss. They hug for a few
moments.
Andrew tells him to grab his key.
Jaxon grabs his house key and slides on his leather flip flops. He looks at Andrew with a
grin and says this plug feels pretty cool. I still feel like I could jet a load in my pants at
any time.
Andrew hugs him. You are way cute dude…I may have to eat you up again instead of
lunch.
Jaxon says, no way man…I’m starved…Your cum is wonderful but it is not enough…
Andrew says with a grin, a growing boy with a big appetite. Let’s go.
As they drive to the restaurant for lunch Andrew drives through some road construction
in his new red BMW 328 convertible. The stiff suspension and firm seat give Jaxon a
thrill as they bounced over some very rough pavement.
Whoa dude…you tryin to make me go off in my new pants? That butt plug jams me
every time we hit a bump…and we’re hitting a lot of bumps.
Andrew laughs as he tells Jaxon, I think I am going to look for some more rough road.
Jaxon gives Andrew a stern look and tells him he’ll make Andrew suck the slime out of
his pants if it happens.
Andrew glances at the boy and briefly watches his fine blond hair blow in the wind as
they drive along with the top down and the sun beating down on them.

As they pull in to the restaurant Andrew stops so that the valet can park the car. The
valet is a good looking guy in his late teens with dark hair and a good build. As Jaxon
gets out of the car the valet openly studies Jaxon from head to toe. He zeros in on the
substantial bulge in Jaxon’s dark slacks.
As they walked through the door Andrew hears the screech of tires as the valet moves his
car. He leans over and tells Jaxon, that dude was really checking you out. He seems
really interested in a certain bulge.
Jaxon elbows Andrew and tells him to behave.
After lunch Andrew needs to go to Circuit City and get a new wireless hub for his home
network. As they walk through the computer department, Jaxon stops to look longingly
at notebook computers. While Andrew and a sales associate go in search of wireless
hubs, Jaxon stays to look at the notebook computer. The notebook display gives Andrew
an idea. He makes a mental note to find our when Jaxon’s birthday is. Andrew and the
sales associate find the wireless hub he is looking for and he goes to pay for it. Andrew
finds Jaxon still lusting over the notebook computers that are rigged for gaming. Andrew
smiles and steers him out of the store.
When they got back to Andrew’s house Andrew asks Jaxon, How does the butt plug feel?
It feels good. Is your cock going to feel this good?
It will feel much better. Do you think that you are ready to try a bigger butt plug?
Jaxon nods. Jaxon looks across the garage and sees Andrew’s football. Jaxon walks over
to the workbench and picks up the football. He quickly throws a tight spiral pass across
the convertible into Andrew’s waiting arms. Andrew signals Jaxon to break across the
driveway as he throws him a pass.
Jaxon loves the feeling of being fucked by the butt plug as he runs across the driveway.
Jaxon makes a one handed catch and draws the football tight to his lean, muscular body.
As he caught the ball and continued to run, the blood begins to rush to his young member
and in moments Jaxon is fully erect.
Andrew kicks off his loafers and jogs out of the garage barefoot. Jaxon fires a tight spiral
pass at Andrew. Andrew catches it with ease. Andrew caresses the football and slaps it
against his other hand as he prepares to toss another pass to Jaxon across the front yard.
He realizes that the sprinkler system has just completed watering the front yard and he
sees the spray as Jaxon runs across the soggy turf.
Jaxon finds the turf is soft and wet because Andrew has been watering it a lot. Jaxon
feels his toes sink into the mud. He feels the water and mud spray as he takes each stride
toward the pass that Andrew has thrown. Jaxon catches the ball easily.

Jaxon signals Andrew to go long and run a crossing route across the front yard. The mud
and water spray everywhere as Andrew leaps to catch a pass that is thrown slightly high.
As Andrew lands mud and water spray all over the legs of his navy slacks.
As Andrew prepares to throw his next pass, he sees 12 year old Joseph watching from
across the street. Andrew motions for Joseph to join them. Joseph is also barefoot and
wearing a t-shirt and basketball shorts. As Andrew waits for Joseph, he notices that
Jaxon is fully erect. He smiles knowing that the butt plug is fucking the boy mercilessly
each time he takes a stride. Andrew can only imagine the pounding that the boy’s
prostate must be taking. It is amazing that he has not filled his boxer briefs with a major
load of semen.
Andrew signals Joseph to run a crossing pattern in front of Jaxon. Andrew notices Jaxon
perving the good looking 12 year old. Andrew sees that Joseph’s build is a slightly
smaller version of Jaxon. Joseph has coal black hair and deep brown eyes that are the
color of milk chocolate. He grins broadly as he begins to jog in front of Jaxon.
Jaxon’s eyes are fixed on bulge in Joseph’s shorts. As he watches the boy jog across the
yard, there is a telltale sign that the younger boy is nude under those shorts. Jaxon would
give anything to see this young hottie naked.
Joseph easily snags the slightly off target throw from Andrew. The wet mud splatters all
over the boy’s feet and legs as he slows down. He tosses the ball back to Andrew.
The boys begin to run pass patterns. Everyone is now covered in mud. Andrew tells
Joseph to go out for a pass and tells Jaxon to be the defense. Joseph gets a fast start and
Jaxon has to run at top speed to try to catch him.
Andrew’s pass has to lead Joseph to keep Jaxon from intercepting it. That causes Joseph
to have to stretch out and leap to make the catch. Jaxon too goes airborne in order to get
his fingers in front of Joseph.
Andrew admires the athleticism of both boys as they are momentarily 3 feet off the
ground airborne stretching with all their might to catch the ball. Joseph’s head start was
enough to give him the edge and he feels his hands caress the ball just before he and
Jaxon land on the muddy turf. There is a huge spray of mud and water as the boys land.
They are now both completely covered in mud.
Jaxon rolls over and looks at Joseph. Jaxon starts laughing uncontrollably as he looks at
the hot looking younger boy who is not completely covered in mud. Nice catch dude,
Jaxon tells him, but you are a mess.
Joseph starts laughing at Jaxon because he too his completely covered in mud. You
should look in the mirror. You have mud every where. Both boys were laughing as they
stood up.

Joseph looked at Jaxon. The mud on the front of Jaxon’s pants highlight his raging
boner. Joseph immediately started to become erect.
Joseph quickly prepared to throw a pass to Andrew as a way to distract himself from
getting a major boner. Joseph did a marvelous job of throwing a picture perfect pass to
Andrew with the mud covered ball. Andrew caught the ball easily and his white shirt
was covered with mud from the slimy ball.
The boys look at each other and get a wicked smile. Without saying a word, the boys
rush toward Andrew. Andrew tries to escape their clutches but his is moment too slow.
The boys are all over him. The boys hang on Andrew trying to tackle him and bring him
to the ground. For a moment it looks like Andrew might prevail. Then, as if it is in slow
motion, Andrew covered with teen boys clinging to his lean, muscular body begins to go
down. There is a loud splat as the three of them land in the muddy turf. Now they are all
laughing.
Andrew is the first one up and as he surveys the damage done to the new turf, he calls an
end to their game. Andrew leads the two mud covered boys around to the back of the
house. Andrew looks at the two boys and says, man you two are a mess. We need to get
some of the mud off the clothes before we do anything else. Andrew turns on the garden
hose and begins to spray water on the accumulated mud on both boys’ clothes. The worst
of the mud starts to rinse off of Jaxon’s shirt. Andrew then tries to rinse the mud off of
Jaxon’s pants. As he does the wet fabric clings tightly to Jaxon’s erect boy hood.
Joseph cannot take his eyes off of the outline of Jaxon’s erection.
Andrew then directs the spray from the hose at Joseph. The mud begins to cascade off of
Joseph’s t-shirt.
Whoa…Joseph cries. That is cold. The white t-shirt clings tightly to his lean frame.
The effect of the cold water is immediately visible as the boy’s nipples become erect and
are clearly outlined by the fabric of the t-shirt. Andrew feels his own manhood
expanding as he studies the sexy young boys.
Andrew directs the stream of water at Joseph’s shorts. Seeing his older friend fully erect
was enough to make Joseph fully erect. The thin fabric of the basketball shorts does
nothing to hide Joseph’s boyhood standing out 45 degrees from his 12 year old body.
Joseph starts to cover his throbbing erection with his hands.
Andrew smiles and says, I don’t think it is necessary to hide that beauty. It is clear that
everyone has a boner.
Joseph blushes slightly and moves his hands back. His rock hard erection was clearly
straining the fabric of his basket ball shorts. Andrew continued to walk around him and
wash the mud off of the back of his shorts. The weight of the water in the shorts made
them heavy and they began to slide down until about 1” of Joseph’s butt crack is visible.

Jaxon is hoping that the weight of the water will pull the shorts off.
Andrew hands the hose to Joseph and asks him to hose him off. As Joseph hoses the mud
off the front of Andrew’s pants the sized of his erect manhood is clearly evident. Joseph
hoses the mud from Andrew’s shirt and pants. As he was doing so he wondered what
would happen next. Joseph knew that he could not go home for a little while until his
boner goes down. Standing here looking at two hot guys with boners was not helping his
boner go down. When Joseph finished hosing down Andrew he turned and saw that
Jaxon was openly staring at his boner.
Jaxon stammers when he realizes that he is busted. Uhhh…sorry… I couldn’t help
looking…it is so big for a 12 year old.
While this was going on Andrew turns off the hose. He walks up behind the boys and
steers them toward the patio and the shower.
Andrew says, Okay guys strip down now that we have the mud off the clothes. It is time
to wash them and wash the rest of the mud off of you. Joseph looks at Andrew
distressed. It is okay Joseph, no one can see us back here.
The boys blush deeply as they slide off their shirts and pants. Jaxon was right about
Joseph going commando. When Joseph slides down his basket ball shorts his raging
boyhood is in full view.
Jaxon can’t help staring or saying, Whoa dude…you look hot! Jaxon surveyed the hot
looking 12 year old from head to toe. Joseph’s penis is throbbing with each beat of his
heart. His raging erection is about 4” with a small pubic “mustache” above his throbbing
boy meat. Jaxon could not take his eyes off this hot looking kid. Neither could Andrew.
The boy is the picture of innocence covered in mud. What a sexy contrast.
Joseph looking embarrassed asks, are you guys going to get naked too?
Jaxon, while continuing to stare at Joseph, puts his thumb in the waist band of his
Hilfiger knit boxer briefs. They drop to the ground revealing his 5” throbbing boy meat.
In moments his shirt has joined the pile of clothes on the patio. Jaxon stands before
Joseph naked and throbbing. Jaxon is so turned on that he has completely forgotten about
the butt plug.
Andrew slips his shirt off revealing his hairless chest. Andrew’s pants and underwear
soon join the boy’s clothes on the patio. Both boys stare openly at Andrew.
Joseph cannot help himself…Wow it’s huge…I’ve never seen anything like that. Joseph
cannot take his eyes off of Andrew’s manhood. Joseph steps closer to Andrew to take a
better look. He completely forgets his embarrassment at being naked. He wants to study
the man size boner that is throbbing before him. Joseph tentatively put his hand out to
touch Andrew’s erection and then quickly withdraws his hand in embarrassment.

Andrew reaches out and takes the young boys hand and puts it on his boner. As he does
so Andrew’s cock begins to drool precum.
Jaxon steps over and tentatively traces Joseph’s erection from base to tip. As he is doing
that Andrew remembers the butt plug in Jaxon and wonders how they will explain that to
Joseph.
With his other hand Joseph collects some of the continuous stream of precum. He asks
Andrew what it is.
As Andrew explains the purpose of precum, as he wonders who will be the first to taste
Joseph’s essence. Andrew wonders how Jaxon will react to his lust for Joseph.
Andrew guides the boys to the shower and he turns on the water. In moments the water
is the perfect temperature. Jaxon grabs the body wash and squeezes a generous amount
in his hand. Jaxon gently guides Joseph under the shower head and slides his hand down
to Joseph’s neck to be able to pull him gently out from under the stream of water.
Jaxon pulls Joseph close enough that their erections touch and Joseph gasps in both
surprise and pleasure. Jaxon begins to lather Joseph’s mud covered face and ears. Soon
he has lathered the front side of Joseph’s torso down to his waist. With another generous
dollop of body wash Jaxon continues to wash the boy. First his hips and then his butt
crack are washed. Jaxon has saved the best for last. Jaxon gets more body wash and
begins to lather Joseph’s pubic region starting with his pubic hair and then he gently
washes his scrotum and then he lathers Joseph’s erection as Joseph moans in pleasure.
Jaxon senses that Joseph is close to orgasm so he continues to wash the boy’s legs and
feet. With his hands still full of lather Jaxon works his way up the boy’s shin to his knee
to his thigh and then to the prize.
Jaxon cups Joseph’s penis in both hands and gently pushed the boy back into the stream
of water. As the suds cascade off the boy’s sculpted body, Jaxon’s hands remain
motionless on the young boy’s penis. He gently guides Joseph further back into the water
so that it is now falling directly on Jaxon’s hands as they cover the boy’s throbbing
member. Jaxon open’s his hands and cups them so that they contain both the boy’s
scrotum and his erection in a way that allows water to collect and gently rinse the soap
away.
Joseph hopes that he does not embarrass himself by having a climax. He feels the
familiar tingling and tension building in his loins. The young boy is experiencing a
tremendous need to seed. Joseph sometimes has powerful orgasms where his watery
semen squirts to his chin and across his chest. Joseph worries that he could ejaculate his
seed all over Jaxon’s beautiful mud covered face. Joseph is on the verge of both tears
and a powerful orgasm. He is desperately afraid that Jaxon will hate him if he shoots his
seed all over him.

Andrew sees the concern on Joseph’s face. He tells Jaxon, you need to ask permission to
go farther.
Jaxon looks up at Joseph his eyes filled with lust. I want to make you shoot your seed
Joseph…I want to do it right now…I need to see you seed.
Joseph was so overcome with his own lust that he could only give Jaxon an affirmative
nod. Joseph expects that Jaxon will continue to massage his boner until his cum jets
everywhere. Joseph is shocked and astounded at what happens next.
Without another word, Jaxon takes Joseph’s member into his hot and hungry mouth. All
he can hear is the exquisite gasp of pleasure from Joseph. Jaxon wraps his tongue around
the boy’s erect member and the pleasure is so intense it is enough to push Joseph over the
edge. Joseph is mortified that he cannot stop his body from releasing seed.
Jaxon is in heaven as Joseph’s watery semen begins to fill his mouth. Jaxon loves the
taste of the immature semen as it jets across his taste buds. He can sense that Joseph is
fighting spewing his seed in Jaxon’s mouth. Joseph becomes overwhelmed by his
orgasm. Joseph cannot help but begin to face fuck Jaxon as he need to seed overcomes
his embarrassment. Joseph’s young body is completely out of control as he slams his
engorged member in Jaxon’s mouth over and over again until he is completely spent.
Jaxon stands up and he takes the young boy’s sexually spent body in his arms and holds
him in the shower. Cheek to cheek they hold each other. The mud from Jaxon’s face
and body is once again smeared over Joseph and Jaxon. Jaxon whispers in Joseph’s ear,
you taste terrific.
Joseph was surprised by what he heard. He began to relax and he started to run his
fingers over Jaxon’s stiff member. Joseph looks over and sees Andrew stroking his
erection looking at the two of them with lust filled eyes. As Joseph feels Jaxon up he
suddenly becomes aware that Jaxon has no pubic hair. Joseph pulls back to take a good
look. All he can say is Wow!
Jaxon smiled and told Joseph how several weeks ago he got his pubes shaved right before
he had an appendectomy. He told Joseph how the vibration from the hair clippers made
him climax all over the male nurse and how cool the nurse was about the situation.
Joseph looked again and he tells Jaxon how cool it looks. Jaxon smiles and tells him that
Andrew likes it too. I thought it was so cool to be shaved that I shaved them again
yesterday so that it would be smooth as a baby today.
Joseph keeps running his fingers over Jaxon’s bare pubis. That is way cool…I wish I
could look like that too, says Joseph. You have a very cool body. Joseph gets the body
wash and is washing Jaxon. He looks deeply in Jaxon’s lust filled piercing blue eyes as
he washes Jaxon’s face. He scrubs Jaxon’s torso and his underarms. Joseph sees a few
wisps of hair under Jaxon’s arms. Other than that Jaxon only has fine white baby hair on

his arms and legs. Neither boy noticed that Andrew slipped inside. Andrew tosses all of
their muddy wet clothes in the washer. He walks naked and still covered in mud down
the hall to his bathroom. Andrew finds what he is looking for in the shower. Andrew
came back with a razor and shaving cream. By the time he got back Joseph was on his
knees washing Jaxon’s lower torso. As he is washing Jaxon’s hips and he starts down the
butt crack he encounters the butt plug.
Joseph has a sharp intake of breath as his fingers touch the butt plug. He starts
apologizing. Jaxon tells Joseph that it is okay. He did not hurt anything. As Jaxon
lovingly strokes the young boy’s face, Joseph asks him what that is.
Jaxon looks at Andrew and Andrew standing there with a razor and shaving cream nods
yes.
Joseph it’s a butt plug, Jaxon tells him.
Huh? Joseph asks.
Jaxon smiles and tells Joseph that he did not know what one was until this morning. He
lifts the young boy up off his knees and said that there is something that I have to tell
you. Andrew became my lover this morning. It was the most awesome morning of my
life.
You mean you two did all kinds of sex stuff, Joseph asks.
Jaxon nodded. We tried just about everything. The only thing that we didn’t do is have
intercourse. I want Andrew to take my virginity tonight.
You mean…, Joseph asked haltingly.
Yes I want Andrew to fuck me, Jaxon answers. The butt plug is to stretch me so that it
does not hurt.
Cool…you are so lucky, Joseph says with envy in his eye. Joseph quickly fills his hand
with body wash again and kneels to wash Jaxon’s stiff member. Joseph tried to do it just
like Jaxon washed him. He moves down Jaxon’s legs and feet washing the last of the
mud away. Joseph looked up at Jaxon with some hesitation. I am not sure about…you
know…sucking…kind of scared, he tells Jaxon.
Jaxon lifts him up and holds his sexy young body against his and says, you shouldn’t do
anything that makes you uncomfortable. Take your time and decide what you want to do.
He kisses the young boy on the cheek and hugs their naked bodies together.
If you decide that you want to look just like Jaxon, I brought a razor and some shaving
cream.

Joseph gets a big grin on his face and asks Jaxon if he will show him how to shave his
pubes off.
Jaxon grins and says sure. Jaxon kneels before the Joseph and puts way too much
shaving cream on the small patch of pubic hair. As Jaxon methodically shaves the boy,
Andrew gets in the shower and begins to wash off the mud. As Andrew finishes his
shower, Jaxon brings Joseph over and puts him under the warm water to rinse off the hair
and shaving cream.
Andrew’s erection is aching as he looks at the two naked boys. He reaches out and
strokes both boys bare pubis. It is almost enough to cause him to spew his seed all over
the patio. Andrew wonders if some day he will get to fuck Joseph.
Andrew looks at Jaxon and tells him it is time to change the butt plug to a larger size.
They all headed off to the bedroom. Once in the bedroom, Andrew tells his young stud
muffin to kneel up on the bed. It was killing both of them to wait until later for more sex.
Both of them are rock hard and dripping.
Jaxon gets up on the bed on his knees and bends at the waist to present his ass to Andrew
so that he can change to a bigger butt plug. Joseph is watching in amazement. It is
taking all of the will power that Andrew has not to fuck Jaxon with in an inch of his life
right now. Andrew restrains himself. Joseph watches wide eyed as Andrew lubes his
fingers and with the other hand removes the other butt plug. Andrew gently and slowly
inserts two fingers and then adds a third finger. After gently stretching Jaxon, Andrew
lubes and inserts the butt plug that is much larger than the original. Jaxon winced when
he was penetrated but he quickly adjusted.
Jaxon gets up on his knees. Wow that really is much bigger…I like it, he tells Andrew.
Jaxon gets up and moves around the room contorting his body to adjust the pressure
points from the new butt plug. The visual effect of that was to see his young boner
thrusting in the air and waving around in a tantalizing fashion.
Jaxon looks across the room at Andrew his eyes clouded with lust and asks, can I stay
naked? I love how this feels.
No…I don’t think so, comes the reply from Andrew, I am about ready to rape you now
and I am doing my best to save you for dessert. I want you so bad baby…but I want to
wait until after we have dinner. Andrew kisses his cheek and tells Jaxon to get dressed.
It was followed by a playful slap on the ass.
Jaxon wiggles his bare ass at Andrew and sticks his tongue out. When he turns around
Andrew marvels again at just how sexy Jaxon is with his shaved pubes. It makes
Andrew’s mouth water…literally.

Joseph is rock hard as he watches all of this. He looks at Jaxon and asks him if it really
feels that good. Jaxon explains how the butt plug keeps bumping against his prostate.
When we were playing football I almost shot my load several times.
Joseph smiled knowingly. I saw your boner…It was sooo cool, Joseph tells Jaxon. I
really wanted to touch it. What does it feel like to have something in you?
Jaxon asks him if he wants to try having some small things inserted in him.
Joseph nods yes and gets up on the bed and presents his young ass to Jaxon. Jaxon lubes
his fingers and lubes the entrance to Joseph’s love tunnel. Just being touched back there
is enough to put Joseph on the edge of an orgasm.
Jaxon tells him he will go very slowly. He starts with the insertion of the tip of his
middle finger. Andrew tells the young boy to push out as he feels Jaxon’s finger begin to
penetrate him. Joseph does as he is told and soon Jaxon’s finger is half way and in
moments Jaxon’s finger is buried to the hilt.
Andrew is surprised at the lack of resistance. He asks Joseph if he has inserted things in
him before. The boy blushes and says yes. I like the feeling he tells Andrew. Jaxon
begins to put two fingers in and Joseph winces. It did not take long and he was
comfortable with two fingers. Andrew lubes the small vibrator and Jaxon removes his
fingers. Immediately Joseph missed the full feeling and was ready to complain when he
felt the vibration on his anal ring. Soon the vibrator was buried in the young boy and he
was trying to hump back against the vibrator. Jaxon began to gently fuck him with the
vibrator and the Joseph loves it. Jaxon takes the smaller butt plug to the bathroom and
washes it and returned to the bedroom. The regular penetration of the vibrator has Joseph
right on the edge of an orgasm. Jaxon watches as Andrew does three more strokes that
thrust the vibrator deep in Joseph’s core and is surprised to see Joseph’s semen explode
all over the bedspread.
That was so cool Jaxon tells Andrew. He didn’t even touch himself and he shot his seed
all over the bed.
Jaxon step back beside Joseph. He tells the 12 year old that if he liked that he will love
this. With that Jaxon begins to lube the small butt plug. When Jaxon removes the
vibrator, Joseph moans in disappointment. Jaxon tells Joseph to push out as he inserts the
small butt plug in the boy’s ass. Joseph gets up and just like Jaxon he begins to move
around to get the feel of the butt plug. The pressure of the plug is enough to make the
boy’s prostate expel the last remnants of his orgasm. The last of Joseph’s watery semen
leaks out of the tip of his erect penis all over Andrew’s hardwood floors.
Andrew smiles as Jaxon gets on his knees and licks the tip of Joseph’s penis clean.
Andrew tells Jaxon that he needs to speak to him for a moment. Jaxon looks a bit
worried but follows Andrew to his office. When they get to the office, Andrew slides the

door shut and asks Jaxon if he would like to ask Joseph to join them for dinner. Jaxon
looks as Andrew excited and starts to say yes…
Jaxon pauses before he says anything and looks into Andrew’s eyes…only if you want
him to join us, Jaxon tells him.
Andrew grins and says he would love to have Joseph join us…Andrew’s expression turn
serious again and asks if Jaxon wants Joseph to spend the night.
Oh yeah that would be very cool, Jaxon tells Andrew. I hope watching you make love to
me will make Joseph want me to make love to him.
Andrew grins and tells Jaxon that, I was thinking that was what you have in mind.
Andrew takes Jaxon in his arms and kisses the naked boy and tells him how much he
wants to make love to him. I want you so much. I want to gently make love to you and
then I want to pound your ass and fill you to the brim with my hot seed. They kissed
deeply and for a long time. Jaxon looks deep in Andrews eyes and tells him how bad he
wants him.
Andrew, I can’t wait until you fuck me. I want to feel your hard cock inside me.
Jaxon then rushes back to tell Joseph the good news.
Joseph is really excited and the two boys rush down the hall to get their clothes out of the
dryer. Jaxon looks at Joseph. Joseph has a huge erection that is tenting his basketball
shorts. Jaxon says that he can’t go ask his parent about going to dinner and spending the
night looking like that. That thing could poke an eye out. Jaxon playfully holds the
younger boy’s erect member through his shorts.
Jaxon runs to the office to ask Andrew what they should do about Joseph’s raging boner.
Andrew walks back into the family room with Jaxon. Andrew is overwhelmed by the
beauty of his young Greek gods. Andrew looks at the situation and tells Jaxon to get the
Ace Bandage from the bathroom.
When he comes back Andrew slides the younger boy’s basketball shorts down. He tells
Joseph that he would normally suggest that the boy just jack off. Andrew explains that
with the butt plug and knowing about what an exciting evening it will be, Joseph will be
hard again in a few minutes of jacking off. I want him to save his precious seed for this
evening. Andrew could see the young boy’s erection throb in response to his mention of
the sexual adventure tonight.
Andrew kneels in front of the dark haired beauty and slides his boxer shorts down.
Joseph’s rock hard member is only inches from Andrew’s face. Andrew’s tongue snakes
out and licks the tip of the Joseph’s boyhood. Joseph moans in pleasurable agony.
Andrew grins and begins to wrap the Ace Bandage around the 12 year old waist.

Andrew explains that if an Ace Bandage can immobilize a sprained ankle that it can
probably hide a 12 year old boner. The elastic in the bandage and its thickness did the
trick. With Joseph’s shirt tail out and covering his penis, it was hard to tell there was
anything thing going on. Andrew cautions Joseph that the elastic will hold his erection
tightly to his body and that the stimulation of the butt plug plus rubbing against the Ace
Bandage and his abdomen will probably keep him right on the verge of an orgasm. Be
sure that you are under control before you ask your mom or dad about tonight. It
wouldn’t be good if you were having an orgasm right when you were trying to ask them
about dinner and spending the night.
And Joseph, we are going to a really nice restaurant so get a coat, tie and nice pants to
wear tonight, Andrew tells him.
Andrew looks at Jaxon and tells him to do something similar. You need to bind it up and
hide it under a shirt. Andrew tells both boys to wear two pair of underpants to dinner to
hide their huge erections. The boys ran next door to find something to hide Jaxon’s
boner.
Andrew starts to head off to his office and pauses. He looks over his shoulder and asks
Jaxon and Joseph if they have home work to do. Jaxon groans in exasperation and says
that he has a paper due Monday. Joseph says I do too.
Andrew tells the boys to go home and get their books. You can work at the kitchen table.
Jaxon tells him he does not have a computer to use.
Well you can use my notebook. I will use my desktop for the work that I have to do.
Start on your paper because I am going to need the notebook back for a few minutes so
that I can set up the wireless network on it. Do you have a computer Joseph?
Yes sir I do.
Jaxon groans and says everyone has a computer but me. You don’t by any chance have
an old notebook computer do you? Jaxon asks Andrew.
No…I had one but it crashed and I ditched it.
Maaaan….I have to convince Mom that I need a notebook. Her old computer is so slow
that you can’t do any games on it.
Andrew just nodded and walks off to his office.
Andrew calls Giuseppi’s the best restaurant in town. It is at the top of the bank building
and has a spectacular view at sunset. Andrew is planning to treat Jaxon and Joseph to a
spectacular experience before they consummated their relationship.

At 6:30 Andrew tells Jaxon and Joseph that they need to start getting ready. They went
to Jaxon’s house and found a sport coat, tie and white shirt for him to wear. Jaxon grabs
a thong from his underwear drawer when Andrew isn’t looking. They go back to
Andrew’s house to get ready.
When they get back, Jaxon and Joseph walk into the guest room bathroom to take a
shower. Andrew is surprised and disappointed that he will not get to shower with Jaxon
and Joseph. Andrew decides that he is probably lucky because the slightest touch is
liable to make him fountain cum all over the place.
Andrew strips and steps into the shower. With his shower finished, Andrew gets his best
designer suit out and a shirt with French cuffs. Andrew ties his new Ralph Lauren tie and
inserts a new pair of gold cuff links engraved with his initials. Andrew looks like a
model. As Andrew finishes with his cuff links, Jaxon walks in.
The transformation is amazing. Jaxon went from sexy young jock to a gorgeous young
adolescent in a matter of minutes. Jaxon’s tie is tied perfectly and the dark gray slacks
have a sharp crease. The white shirt and regimental tie look great. He is wearing a
designer navy blazer with gold engraved buttons. Jaxon has put some product in his hair.
He looks like a young GQ fashion model.
Joseph is equally handsome. Joseph is wearing a navy suit and blue oxford cloth shirt.
His black hair is slicked back. His broad smile is contagious. Joseph’s chocolate brown
eyes take in both Andrew and Jaxon. His hand unconsciously goes to his crotch to gently
rub his engorged member.
Andrew goes to the boys. With one hand on each boy’s cheek his kisses each boy on the
cheek and tells them how gorgeous they both look. After his kisses Jaxon, Andrew
whispers in the sexy boy’s ear that maybe they should skip dinner and go right to the
main course.
Jaxon looks at Andrew and asks, what would that be?
It would be you. I could eat you all night…every inch of you and never be hungry for
anything else again…ever.
Not me dude…I am hungry…while your cock is tasty I am going to need more food…ya
know I am a growing boy and I eat a lot…
Andrew and Joseph both laugh and has a group hug with the boys pulling them close to
his body and loving the wonder boy scent that filled his nostrils. Okay let’s go…

At 7:30 they arrive at Giuseppi’s Fine Dining. Andrew quickly has become a regular
customer because Giuseppi ushers Andrew and the boys to his best table. As they are
being seated, Jaxon says to Andrew, wow this is spectacular. Giuseppi’s seated them

beside the window with a spectacular view of the mountains and valley. Jaxon and
Joseph are trying to take it all in. The white table cloth, the floating candle and all of the
glasses and silver flatware are almost more than the boys can absorb. It is a 4 star
restaurant. Jaxon watches in awe as the handsome dark haired busboy dressed in a tux
fills their water glasses.
As Jaxon and Joseph try to absorb their first 4 star restaurant experience, their waiter
appears at the table. The waiter asks if they would like something to drink before dinner.
Andrew tells him that he would like a bottle of their best Dom Perignon and three
glasses. The waiter respectfully says nothing about the boy clearly being under age and
leaves to get the best bottle of Champagne in the house.
While the waiter is away, Andrew is having a conversation with Jaxon about his plans to
go to sailing camp in a few weeks. Jaxon tells him that it is going to be very cool
because they will be doing blue water sailing in the Atlantic. Jaxon proudly tells Andrew
that you have to be 14 to do it.
Andrew very naturally asks when his birthday is.
Jaxon tells him it is a week from Thursday. Andrew makes a mental note and his plan to
order the perfect notebook computer for his special boy is underway.
The waiter returns with a silver Champagne bucket filled with ice and a bottle of Dom
Perignon. The waiter removes the cork with a resounding pop but without spilling a drop
of the precious fluid. He pours a bit for Andrew’s approval and then proceeds to begin to
pour some in each boy’s glass. Andrew signals a small amount.
As the waiter leaves, Andrew raises his glass and nods to Jaxon and Joseph to do the
same thing. They clink glasses as Andrew says, here is to the best day of my life.
They each take a sip of Champagne and Jaxon says to Andrew, mine too! I never thought
anything like this was possible. Joseph looks slightly puzzled. Andrew turns to Joseph
and says that they had quite a morning before Joseph arrived.
Joseph looks at Andrew and Jaxon and blushes…he stammers, Uhhh I didn’t mean to
interrupt.
You didn’t…your being there only made things better, Andrew tells Joseph with a grin.
Jaxon grins at Joseph and say, Dude I cannot imagine today with out you. Joseph
suddenly feels Jaxon’s bare foot rubbing his throbbing erection.
The waiter came back and began to tell them about the specials. He tells them that the
Chef is preparing his special Chateau Briand for two or the Chef found some melt in your
mouth petite filets and spectacular Maine lobster tail that was flown in this morning. The

waiter described how the chef would prepare the stake and lobster to perfection. He tells
them that the Chef’s Surf and Turf is fantastic.
Andrew asks Jaxon and Joseph if they have ever had lobster.
Both boys shake their heads no and tell him they have not.
Well this is the best way to do it. If you don’t like the lobster, you still have the steak.
Both boys grin and say that sounds great.
Andrew tells the waiter that they will have 3 Surf and Turfs with the steaks cooked
medium rare.
When the waiter leaves, Jaxon tells Andrew that he knows what the best special in the
restaurant is because he has his foot on it. Andrew grins and tells Jaxon to becareful or
Joseph will cum right here in the middle of the restaurant.
Jaxon grins and asks if that would be a bad thing?
Joseph just blushes
As they are finishing their meal, Jaxon looks at Andrew and tells him this is the best
dinner ever. By this time it is dark and the lights of the houses across the valley are
twinkling in the distance.
The busboy clears their dishes. The waiter brings Andrew’s coffee and asks if there will
be anything else.
Andrew thanks him profusely and asks him to tell the Chef how good the meal was. He
asks the waiter to bring their check.
While the waiter is gone, Andrew asks Jaxon how he is feeling about later.
Jaxon grins and says the new plug feels awesome and he has been…you know…all the
way through dinner. Jaxon looks deeply into Andrew eyes and says, I can’t wait. I want
you so bad. I want you to have my virginity if you want it.
Andrew grins at him somewhat relieved and says, there is nothing that I have ever wanted
more.
Joseph looks at Jaxon and somewhat timidly asks if Jaxon would like to take his
virginity.
Jaxon reaches under the table and gently feels Joseph’s aching penis and tells him, I
would love to be your first.

Andrew hands the waiter his American Express Gold Card without even looking at the
check. Moments later the waiter is back with the check and Andrew’s credit card.
Andrew puts a generous tip on the check and signs it with a flourish.
As they get on the elevator, Andrew puts one arm around Jaxon and the other around
Joseph and draws them close. He has to be careful because he does not want to give the
security guard downstairs that monitors the elevators too much to look at.

When they arrive home, Andrew turns on some mood music that plays throughout the
house. He puts his hand out to young Jaxon and their piercing blue eyes lock as they
each contemplate the awesome experience ahead. Andrew kisses Jaxon and with his
tongue once again enjoys the taste and boy scent of this beautiful kid. Jaxon tastes better
than the Dom Perignon Champagne. After a breathtaking kiss, Andrew hits a button that
dims the lights around the house. Jaxon turns to Joseph and they share a first kiss.
Andrew can see their passion and knows their young tongues are dueling. Andrew leads
the beautiful boys to his bedroom.
When they reach the bedroom, Andrew slowly and methodically begins unwrapping this
most special gift. As he unties the Jaxon’s necktie, Jaxon’s fingers delicately trace the
features on Andrew’s face. As Jaxon looks into Andrew’s eyes he is a million miles
away in a lust filled place.
Jaxon’s heart and hardon ache for fulfillment. He needs to be merged and be as one with
this wonderful man. His shirt is removed by Andrew to reveal his naked chest and erect
nipples. To Jaxon it feels like his erection is trying to drill a hole in his pants to escape.
Andrew pauses to taste the boy’s erect nubbins. Electric jolts fly through Jaxon’s body as
Andrew is lost in the pleasure of sucking and nipping Jaxon’s delightful nipples. Jaxon,
while he loves the attention, has a tremendous need to seed.
Jaxon leans forward and kisses Andrew’s cheek. I need you…bad, he tells Andrew. I
need you now, as he pulls Andrew’s hand toward his swollen young member. Andrew
with one hand he unbuckles the boy’s belt, releases the button on his slacks and slowly
slides down the zipper.
Joseph is holding his breath as he watches Jaxon and Andrew. As he watches Andrew
slowly strip Jaxon naked he is overwhelmed by the awesome body that his friend has.
Joseph begins to try to imagine what it will be like to have Jaxon’s boyhood buried deep
in his body. Joseph’s cock aches as he thinks about mating with Jaxon.
Andrew looks lustfully at Jaxon. I need you soooo bad baby…I need to fill you with my
seed…and I need to do it now. Jaxon’s dress slacks fall to the floor with a thud as the
belt buckle hits the hardwood floor. Jaxon kicks off his dress loafers. It is then that
Andrew sees the turquoise thong.

Whoaaaa…what is this? Asks Andrew.
I found it in my drawer. Mom must have got it for me before she left because I have
never seen it before. Do you like it?
Joseph says, whoa…shit…your mom got you that hot looking thong.
Jaxon nods yes and tells Joseph that his mom knows how hot he is for Andrew. She was
here this morning and saw me naked and covered with cum after making love with
Andrew.
No way dude…she knows?
Jaxon nods and grins.
Andrew looks at the thong. Oh my God…I love it…It is an orgasm looking for a place to
happen…I just happen to know where that orgasm is going to happen. Just when I think
you couldn’t look better I am shocked to see that you do…
Jaxon turns to Joseph and begins unwrapping his gift. While Andrew watches, the boys
kiss again. Jaxon unbuttons Joseph’s shirt. His precum begins to drool on Joseph’s
pants.
Amdrew quickly steps in and says, I need to get those pants off of you Joseph. I am
afraid that hot kiss maybe too much for my boy and he may spill his seed all over your
navy suit pants. In seconds Joseph’s pants and underwear are at his ankles. Andrew can
not help himself. He has stared at this beautiful boy and he simply must have a taste.
Andrew quickly takes Joseph’s erection all the way to his shaved pubis. Andrew love the
feeling of swallowing the boy’s erection to the hilt and only feeling the soft hair free skin
of Joseph’s bare pubic area rubbing gently against Andrew’s nose.
Joseph moans and begins to thrust uncontrollably into Andrew’s mouth. In an instant,
Andrew’s mouth is filled with watery boy semen. He enjoys the wonderful flavor and
boy smells as Joseph’s uncontrollable thrusting continues. Joseph and Jaxon have been
kissing the whole time so Jaxon knows just when his friend lost his load in his older
lover’s mouth.
Jaxon breaks the kiss with Joseph and says to Andrew, he tastes awesome doesn’t he?
Andrew looks in Jaxon’s piercing blue eyes and can only nod because his mouth is still
full of boy semen.
As Andrew stands he notices that Jaxon’s erect boyhood is leaking copious amounts of
precum. Andrew could not believe an almost 14 year old could secrete this much
precum. Andrew rises and shares Joseph’s semen with Jaxon with a deep and sensual

kiss. Joseph cannot believe how hot it is to watch the two of them kiss. His 12 year old
cock begins to stiffen again as he thinks about his semen flowing from Andrew to Jaxon.
Andrew gets on his knees in front of the Jaxon. Andrew lifts first one foot and then the
other and slowly does a strip tease with each sock. God even your feet are cute, Andrew
tells the sexy boy.
As Jaxon runs his fingers through Andrews’s blond hair. Andrew lifts Jaxon’s foot and
begins to suck on the boy’s toes. Andrew hears a sharp intake of breath as his tongue
makes contact with the boy’s foot. While he continues to worship the boys foot, Andrew
slowly massages his calf and thigh. Jaxon is moaning and groaning as the pleasure
intensifies.
Joseph watching this becomes rock hard again.
Andrew kneels before Jaxon’s completely naked body. His fingers stroke Jaxon’s bare
pubic region. The boy has shaved it for him again. It is soft and bare and not one trace
of stubble. It is a thing of beauty. Andrew gently licks Jaxon’s hairless scrotum as he
looks up at his young lover’s face. His tongue continues to bathe Jaxon’s entire pubic
region with out ever touching his ultra sensitive glans. The boy’s cock is leaking precum
all over Andrew’s face.
For Jaxon this is pure ecstasy. He groans continually and pulls at Andrews hair in a
frustrated need to seed. The boy swings his torso back and forth with his young bare
cock slapping Andrew’s face repeatedly. I need you now Andrew….now…
Andrew unzips the pants of his new suit and releases his raging cock from the confines of
his slacks. He grabs the lube from the night stand and applies it liberally to his painfully
erect cock sliming the front of his suit pants. Andrew’s face is a mask of pure lust. He is
mostly making nonsense word that are occasionally mixed with… gotta have your hot
young ass…need to seed you now…must fuck your beautiful love tunnel….
Andrew gently pushes Jaxon back on the bed. Jaxon’s muscular ass is right on the edge
of the mattress. Andrew quickly removed the butt plug from his lover tender young ass.
He drops it on the floor behind him. It is Jaxon’s turn to make unintelligible sounds. His
first was uuunggg…oh no… as the plug was pulled from his virginal sacred space. He
instantly misses the full feeling.
Andrew lifts Jaxon’s muscular, hairless legs up in the air and his rests the ankles on his
shoulders. In seconds, the tip of Andrew’s raging erection is at the virginal entrance to
Jaxon’s core. Andrew whispered to the boy to push out as he enters him. With that
Andrew increases the pressure on the boy’s unyielding sphincter. It is so tight that
Andrew is not sure he can breakthrough.
Joseph crawls up on the bed and to everyone’s surprise he begins to lick Jaxon’s
engorged member. Joseph swallows Jaxon’s member as if he has been sucking cock all

of his life. Joseph proceeds to do everything that he can to suck the essence out of
Jaxon’s rigid member. Jaxon is moaning in pleasure from Joseph’s attention that he
forgets that Andrew is about to mount his virgin ass.
The tip of Andrew’s raging erection is resting against Jaxon’s anal ring. Andrew reaches
up and beings to pinch Jaxon’s erect nipples as Andrew thrusts his engorged member into
his beautiful boy. Jaxon scream out as the head of Andrew’s erection is buried in his
young virgin ass. Andrew’s member is larger than the butt plug and it is really stretching
the boy. Jaxon is gasping for breath. The boy is tighter than anything that Andrew
imagined.
Joseph moves back to give Andrew full access to his 13 year old lover. Andrew strokes
the boy’s hair and kisses him deeply. He then begins to ravage the boy’s erect nipples
this time causing the boy to cry out in pleasure.
Andrew whispers in the boy’s ear that he must have him. He tells the boy to take deep
breaths and push out. Andrew stands back up giving Joseph full access to Jaxon’s aching
erection. Joseph begins to bob his head in a rhythm on Jaxon’s sensitive boyhood that
can only have one outcome.
Andrew feels a slight reduction in tension in Jaxon’s hot love tunnel and decides that is
his moment to take the boy’s cherry. In one powerful thrust Andrew buries his manhood
to the hilt. That thrust is accompanied by a scream from Jaxon. Jaxon is gasping in pain
and Andrew tells him to breathe deeply. Jaxon tells him that it is beginning to feel better
and Joseph intensifies his sucking so that Jaxon is distracted from Andrew’s huge
member invading Jaxon’s tight young ass. The pain begins to subside.
Andrew cannot help himself. He must seed this boy and do it now. His testicles are
filled with the brim with man seed that must be released. As Jaxon’s breathing begins to
return to normal, Andrew draws his member back and then thrusts again. Andrew kisses
the boy deeply. The boy is still in pain but it is beginning to ease a bit. After giving the
boy a few more moments to adjust to the new fullness, Andrew begins his assault on the
boy’s love machine. Jaxon is once again fully erect. Andrew can feel the boy grinding
his erection against his abdomen while Andrew is waiting for his own need to seed to
subside.
Andrew stands giving Joseph access to his friend’s hard cock. Joseph begins to suck
Jaxon at a frantic pace. He wants to taste Jaxon’s boy seed. Andrew begins to thrust
again and again. The tightness is unrelenting and driving him to the edge of a massive
climax. The feeling of Jaxon seeking release by thrusting his shaven boyhood into
Joseph’s hungry mouth is driving Andrew right to the edge. Andrew is hanging right on
the edge. Jaxon’s last thrust into Joseph’s mouth was enough to push Andrew past the
point of no return.
Baby…must…gotta…oh shit…cummmmming…Andrew could not help himself the
boy’s tight anal grip on his manhood was more than he could take. As he went over the

edge he lost control of his body and he begins to slam the boy’s ass again and again.
Andrew pounded the boy’s prostate again and again. Jaxon was so stimulated that
Andrews last thrust pounds his prostate to the point of a seminal explosion. The boy cries
out as he releases his seed in to Joseph’s mouth. Jaxon is now out of his head in sexual
ecstasy. His hot semen is erupting into Joseph. Joseph is sucking up Jaxon’s precious
essence.
Andrew…fuck me…need it…cummmmming…fuck me hard.
Andrew felt his seed erupt deeply in the boy’s core. He continues to thrust deeply
delivering his hot seed to the boy’s core. Andrew pounds load after load of his man seed
deep inside his young lover.
Their orgasms are so powerful that both Andrew and Jaxon almost lost consciousness.
Joseph is gasping for breath. They are a tangle of sweat soaked arms and legs. The room
is filled with their gasps for breath. Andrew, still buried deep in his boy, holds both boys
close and kisses them deeply. He whispers, I didn’t know that sex could be this
wonderful. They drift off to sleep joined as one.
About an hour later, Andrew needs to empty his bladder. He looks at the two beautiful
naked boys cuddled on the bed and smiles. When he returns from the bathroom both
boys are starting to stir. Their bodies are entwined and they are kissing deeply. Joseph
breaks the kiss and he puts his hand on Jaxon’s raging erection. Joseph looks in Jaxon’s
blue eyes and tells him that he need for Jaxon to fuck him. He kisses Jaxon again deeply
and then tells him that he wants Jaxon to take his cherry. Jaxon runs his fingers though
Joseph’s black hair and kisses him.
Are you sure, Jaxon asks Joseph?
Joseph nods.
Andrew hands Jaxon the lube and starts to stroke his own erect member. Andrew cannot
believe the this 13 year old blond god is going to deflower a 12 year old hottie right in
front of his very eyes. Joseph gets up on his knees and rests on his elbows presenting his
virgin boy pussy to Jaxon. Jaxon puts lube in his hand. With his other hand he removes
the butt plug from Joseph.
Jaxon rolls the boy over and pulls him to the edge of the bed just like Andrew did with
him. He looks in Joseph’s brown eyes and tells him that he wants to see his face and kiss
him as he makes love to him.
Jaxon puts Joseph’s legs over his shoulders and presses his boyhood against Joseph’s
sphincter. Jaxon leans forward and kisses Joseph tenderly as his boyhood penetrates
Joseph’s virgin love tunnel. Joseph cries out in pain and pleasure as his blond lover takes
his virginity. Jaxon is playing with Joseph’s erect nipples and feels the boy’s erection
pressing against his abdomen. Jaxon stands back up and prepares to fuck this beautiful.

Andrew lays on the bed and begins to suck Joseph in hopes that the boy still has some of
his essence to share with him. Jaxon’s first thrust deep in Joseph’s core pushed the
younger boy’s erection deep in Andrew’s throat. Andrew loves the feeling of the boy’s
bare pubis rubbing against his nose. Seeing Joseph get shaved this afternoon almost
made Andrew shoot his load.
Jaxon’s thrusting kept driving Joseph’s boner deep in Andrew’s throat. Andrew heard
Jaxon growl as he passed the point of no return.
Jaxon is overwhelmed by the friction from Joseph’s tight boy pussy. It is as if this warm
love tunnel is sucking the essence from his cum filled balls. As the first wave of orgasm
hits Jaxon, he growls from deep inside. His boy penis has an uncontrollable need to seed
his friend. The slapping sound fills the room as Jaxon’s loins make contact with Joseph’s
ass. Jaxon cries out as his boy seed explodes from his testicles to deep in Joseph’s love
tunnel. Jaxon slams the boy’s prostate as he delivers load after load of his essence to the
boy.
The pounding of his prostate and Andrew’s sucking push Joseph over the edge. As hard
as his young balls try he has no seed to give Andrew. Joseph has a powerful dry orgasm.
They fall into each other’s sweaty arms and in moments they are all in a deep sleep.
More to come…
I hope you enjoyed the third chapter of Jaxon Gets Shaved. I loved the ideas that you
sent me. It took me a while to blend those ideas and find the perfect time and place for
Andrew to take Jaxon’s virginity. I would love to know what you think of how it turned
out. Would you like for me to continue this story. If you want me to go on, please share
your ideas on how the story unfolds. Please email me your thoughts at
mack1137@gmail.com. Once again, thanks for your encouragement and ideas. If you
enjoyed this story and would like to read some of my other stories, please visit
http://mack1137.sensualwriter.com .
Have fun and keep stroking!!!

